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Prayers and Recipes,
Teachers and Cooks

Let’s turn now to how we can learn the art of praying and going to
our inner chapel every day. It reminds me of how I learned to make
crawfish étouffée from my grandmother.

Learning the Art of Cajun Cooking
One of the best cooks in the world is my grandmother. She was raised
in Louisiana. Some of my favorite childhood memories are of walk-
ing into my grandparents’ home and being greeted by the sight of my
grandmother cooking and the smell of one of her dishes simmering
on the stove. Roast and homemade gravy. Spaghetti with ground beef.
Meat loaf with tomato sauce. Red beans and rice. And the holy grail
dish: my grandmother’s crawfish étouffée.

When my grandmother cooked étouffée, I hovered around her at
the stove, eagerly waiting for her to give me permission to grab a small
spoon, lift the lid of her cast-iron Dutch oven, and sample a flavor
of the hidden goodness inside. That little taste of it left me hunger-
ing for more. I would beg her for another taste, and she would often
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give in to my pleas for one more but then cut me off by closing the
lid and saying, “You have to wait until dinner for the rest.” It felt like
an eternity waiting for dinnertime with the delicious smell hitting my
nostrils and the lingering taste of heavenly goodness on my tongue.

During my first year of marriage, I wanted to learn how to make
my grandmother’s étouffée so Chris and I could not only enjoy the
dish but also begin creating memories and traditions like those I’d
experienced as a child. I asked my grandmother to write down her
recipe for crawfish étouffée. This is what she wrote:

Onion, bell pepper, and celery
Butter
Flour
A few Mardi Gras size cups of water
Make a roux.
Add your crawfish tails.
Cover top of pot with pepper and salt and Tony’s (a Cajun
seasoning).
Season to taste.

I read the recipe and chuckled. “Grandmother, you don’t have the
amounts listed! How much do I do of each?”

Her reply: “A certain amount.”
A certain amount? “How in the world am I going to figure

it out?”
She told me, “Don’t worry. You’ll figure it out.”
Confident that I had watched her make the dish enough times

and I had tasted it during the cooking process, I went home deter-
mined to make this for our dinner.

I pulled out my heirloom cast-iron Dutch oven, given to us when
we got married, and began to gather ingredients. I warmed up the pot
on the stove just as I’d watched my grandmother do a million times.
When it was good and hot, I put in the “Cajun trinity”—onion,
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celery, and bell pepper—at the bottom, along with a stick of butter.
As I surveyed my sautéing vegetables, I felt pretty confident that I
was going to do just fine. As the vegetables began to wilt, I looked
at the recipe and saw that flour was next. Not having any idea what
a “certain amount” of flour for a crawfish étouffée roux looked like,
I scooped a cup of flour into the pot and began making the roux.
Knowing that you don’t want to add the water until the color is right,
I continued to stir, hoping that it would get to peanut-butter color. I
asked the question every Cajun cook asks when making a roux: is it
time to add the water yet?

Looking at Grandmother’s recipe again, I saw that it called for
“a few Mardi Gras size cups of water.” Only in Louisiana would a
recipe read like this! I went to my kitchen cabinets that held the spe-
cial “Louisiana china” of plastic Mardi Gras cups caught from the
Mardi Gras parades I’d attended. Which size should I use? The large
one from Endymion? The small lime-green one from Southdowns
parade in Baton Rouge? The medium-size one that we got at a truck
parade last year on Mardi Gras Day? Too embarrassed to call my
grandmother, I grabbed the large one and filled it with water from
the kitchen sink. Taking a deep breath, I poured the water into the
roux and began to stir frantically, making sure it didn’t stick to the
pot. As the steam evaporated away, I was able to peek at my roux’s
color. It was anything but peanut-butter color. It resembled more
what mashed-up mushrooms would look like—whitish gray.

I was crestfallen. Determined that it was still edible, I went ahead
and added a bit more water to the pot and then threw in the craw-
fish tails. As the sauce and tails came to a boil, I read Grandmother’s
next step. Cover the pot with salt, pepper, and Tony’s. Not wanting
to deviate from the recipe too much, I heavy-handedly covered the
pot’s contents with salt, pepper, and Tony’s. To be honest, there was
a pretty thick layer of pepper. I brought it to a boil and let it simmer.
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Finally, the time came to give it a taste. I grabbed a spoon, lifted the
pot lid, and—feeling the same excitement I’d experienced before tast-
ing Grandmother’s dish when I was a child—dipped in the spoon and
put it in my mouth. In about two seconds, I ran to the sink and spat
it out. It was unbelievably disgusting. The consistency of the roux was
awful. The taste was horrific. The heat of the spices continued to burn
my throat.

Ashamed at my failure in Cajun cooking, I sheepishly dialed
my grandmother. She answered the phone with hopeful anticipation.
“Well, how does it taste? I’ve been waiting to hear!” I nearly burst into
tears telling her how awful it was. In her kind, gentle way, she encour-
aged me and said, “You know what? Why don’t you come over tomor-
row? You bring your pot. I’ll have mine. I’ll cook a batch in my pot,
and you can watch as I do. At the same time, you can cook in your
pot. I’ll be right there to help you.” Feeling a bit deflated, I agreed to
our next day’s lesson of making étouffée.

I walked into my grandparents’ house, carrying my cast-iron pot.
My grandmother had all the ingredients ready for my second try and
for her umpteenth try. Hers to the left of the stove. Mine to the right.
After a few minutes of warm greeting, Grandmother invited us to get
to work.

Before standing side by side at her stove, I grabbed a piece of
paper and a pen to take notes. I placed my pot next to hers on the
burners. We both turned on a burner and chatted a bit while the
pots heated up. When the pots were ready, Grandmother grabbed her
stick of butter and placed it in the bottom of the pot to begin melt-
ing. I did the same. Then she grabbed her bag of frozen Cajun trin-
ity and poured a “certain amount” in her pot. She invited me to do
the same and then told me when the “certain amount” was the right
amount. We stood side by side sautéing the vegetables. When it was
time to add the flour, she grabbed her canister of flour and scooped
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out a “certain amount.” I mirrored what she did but measured my
flour before it went into the pot.

We both began the rhythmic stirring of roux making. I watched
her pot and my own, looking to see how her consistency was com-
pared to mine. We stirred and talked as we watched the roux slowly
turn the right color of peanut butter. Finally, she said, “We are ready
for the water.”

I watched as she grabbed her well-worn “measuring cup” for
water: a small, white Mardi Gras cup so used that you could no longer
make out the ink or writing on it. She filled it up, and before she
poured it in, I grabbed a liquid measuring cup to note the amount
before she poured it in her pot, and then I did the same.

When the steam cleared, I saw I had a beautifully colored and
smooth sauce in my pot. Grandmother whooped with joy, and so did
I. My grandfather, too, let out a holler of support. Knowing then that
the hardest part of the dish was behind me, we continued. We added
the crawfish tails and remaining seasonings in the pot and waited for
the sauce to come to a boil. We continued to stand beside each other,
tasting, stirring, and adjusting the seasoning until it was just right and
ready to eat.

That night, my husband met me at my grandparents’ house and
the four of us sat down at their kitchen table that I love so much, and
we ate from both of our batches of crawfish étouffée. I left Grand-
mother’s house that night knowing I could make crawfish étouffée
and try it again with confidence. I did it the next week on my own,
and I have cooked dozens of batches of crawfish étouffée since. Now
my own three children enjoy this delicious Cajun dish.

It wasn’t too long ago that my son, who loves to cook, asked me
if I could teach him how to make crawfish étouffée. I decided that
instead of giving him a written recipe, I would teach him the art of
Cajun cooking as my grandmother had taught me: side by side.
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Recipe for Prayer
Learning how to pray can feel much like learning how to make craw-
fish étouffée. There is not one secret recipe. You learn a few founda-
tional basics, and then you learn to taste, tweak, and season based on
where God has you on your faith journey. Let’s take a peek now at a
few of the fundamental basics of prayer and how to visit your inner
chapel every day.

In Louisiana cooking, many dishes, such as crawfish étouffée,
begin with the “trinity.” No, I am not referring to the Father, the Son,
and the Holy Spirit. Instead, this trinity includes onion, celery, and
bell pepper. From these three ingredients, a wide array of Cajun dishes
is made: gumbo, jambalaya, crawfish étouffée, red beans and rice, and
shrimp creole, among many others.

In our prayer lives, there is a “trinity” that is essential as well: our
time of prayer, our place of prayer, and our space of prayer. If we want
to access the resources of the inner chapel, we need to lean in to an
intentional prayer time. I invite you to reflect on these three questions
and how you can implement them in your life.

1. When can be your time of prayer?

2. Where can be your place of prayer?

3. How can you make it a sacred space?

The cooking trinity gives foundational flavor to Cajun dishes; with-
out the base, Cajun dishes lose their robust flavors. The three ele-
ments of prayer give foundation to a long-term, sustainable
prayer life.

The flavor of our prayer lives comes by the way God is inviting
us to spend time together in our inner chapels. This reminds me of
asking various South Louisiana cooks how to make a gumbo, another
treasured Cajun dish. The base ingredients of the trinity will be listed
no matter who is cooking the gumbo; however, from there, the list of
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ingredients will vary greatly. Some may cook a gumbo with sausage
and chicken, while others make a seafood variation, and others do
a duck and andouille sausage. Besides varying the protein in the
gumbo, there will be a wide variety of seasonings unique to each cook,
including additions such as okra, tomatoes, or filé (a spicy herb made
from dried and powdered sassafras leaves).

There is an expansive list of prayer methods that we can bring
into our foundational prayer time. Each is distinctive and offers a spe-
cial way of relating to God. Part of our work of going to our inner
chapel every day is discerning which prayer method God is inviting
us to use. While the list is expansive, in this book we will look closely
at how praying with Scripture can support us in going to our inner
chapel on a daily basis and discovering the promises of God.

Let’s turn now to other key ingredients for a long-term, sustain-
able prayer life. Once you have your foundational prayer time put in
place, here are a few other helpful pointers to support your prayer life.

Begin your prayer. Once in your prayer place, intentionally place
yourself in the presence of God. Take a few deep breaths. As you
breathe in and out slowly, remind yourself that you are never alone
and that God is with you right now.
Name the grace you seek. St. Ignatius invites us to name the grace
we seek at the start of every prayer period. After placing yourself in
the presence of God, simply go to God with the question, What is the
grace I seek?

Notice what word arises in your mind and heart. Are you seeking rest?
Peace? Clarity? Courage? Hope? Light? Love? Mercy? And on and on
the list might go. When a word arises in your thoughts, turn this into
a prayer:

“God, as I begin, I seek the grace of _____.”
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Then begin your prayer time using the prayer method God is
inviting you to use at the moment.

Choose your prayer method. I will cover a few types of prayer meth-
ods later in the following chapters.
Review your daily prayer. At the end of your prayer time, St. Ignatius
also invites us to do a review of prayer. This simply involves a look
back over the minutes spent in prayer with the question What hap-
pened here?

It might be helpful to purchase a journal where you can jot down
what you noticed in prayer. Perhaps you write the word or phrase
from Scripture that caught your heart. Maybe you jot down a mem-
ory or image that God stirred in prayer. You might note the feelings
that rose within you as you prayed. Did you feel hopeful? Sad? Fright-
ened? Afraid?

Review your prayer weekly. As you continue to lean in to your inten-
tional prayer time, you may also find it helpful to do a weekly review
of prayer. This is similar to the daily review of prayer; to do a weekly
review, you look back over your daily notes of prayer to jot down what
has happened in this week’s prayer time. The practice of reviewing
prayer is a beautiful tool to help discern the movement of God within
our hearts and also within our lives.

The art of looking backward and reviewing our prayer will help us
continue our forward movement and growth in God.

Learning How to Pray
Our prayer lives often begin within a community or through some
experience with others that awakens our desire for it and leaves us
desiring more. It is not only about experiencing prayer but also about
learning how to pray and, at some point, teaching others to pray.
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My grandmother came alongside me to teach me how to cook.
So many others came alongside me to teach me to pray. My parents
modeled it in our home. My church community surrounded me with
our common vocal prayer at Mass each Sunday. My Catholic school
community in grade school and high school immersed me in prayer
as we began class in prayer, as we opened the school in prayer, and
as we prayed in the ritual of school Mass. In Catholic schools, I was
encouraged, and—let’s be honest—sometimes required, to memorize
prayers. In high school, I was exposed to various prayer methods,
including silence. In college, Sr. Ily taught me how to pray with Scrip-
ture. For the past two decades of my life, spiritual directors accom-
panied me in my journey of prayer, offering new prayer methods to
try, teaching me not only how to pray but also how to discern. They
helped me through dry seasons of prayer, seasons of consolation, and
seasons of desolation. They helped me discern how to pray, even when
I became a parent and the steady daily routine I once had needed to
shift and shape around seasons of parenthood.

The bottom line is this. I have never been on my own in learning
how to pray. I was supported not only by God in coming to my prayer
time; I also had people along the way who came alongside me and still
come alongside me to teach me how to pray. Many of these people
were spiritual directors whose role in my life was to be holy listen-
ers for an hour each month. They would help me listen to the move-
ment of God in my inner chapel and in daily life. Even as I became
more confident in prayer and did daily prayer on my own, I knew
their accompaniment was available, and I leaned on it each month in
spiritual direction. As God drew me deeper into relationship, these
teachers offered me tools for prayer to continue to go to my inner
chapel as the seasons of my prayer life changed. After twenty years
of being accompanied by someone in spiritual direction, my toolbox
for both prayer and discernment is packed with a variety of resources
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available to me at any moment in my inner chapel. Even today as I
accompany others, I continue to choose to be accompanied by some-
one each month in spiritual direction.

So, while my own journey of prayer has led me to write about
and teach others how to pray, I am still a student of prayer, living out
my commitment to daily prayer, all the while teaching others how
to pray.

We Are All Both Cooks and Teachers
In the school of prayer and developing our interior life, we are stu-
dents and cooks and also teachers. We tend to believe that in some
fields of expertise, you reach a certain level of skill or experience and
then you stop doing the skill and move solely into teaching and shar-
ing the wisdom of how to do the skill you’ve mastered. But masters
in any field, whether playing an instrument or practicing medicine,
will say that they never stop learning. In prayer, our schooling never
stops. We have to be practitioners of the very thing we are also called
to teach others. Being a person of prayer means that we are not only
still cooking but also still learning. We, too, even at a later stage of our
spiritual lives, still need someone to come alongside us and accom-
pany us. At the same time that we are praying and being accompa-
nied, we are called to accompany someone else and teach them.

So, I invite you first and foremost to embrace the gift of the inner
chapel in your own life. From my experience, I believe you will dis-
cover it to be a steady respite in the busyness of life and also a constant
source of hope, comfort, love, and mercy.
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LET’S GO TO THE INNER CHAPEL

Learning How to Pray: Reflection

Think about your own life.

• Who taught you how to pray?

• Who modeled for you how to pray?

• Who is teaching you now?

• Who is modeling for you now?

• Who is accompanying you right now?

• Do you seek to have someone accompany you in your prayer life?

• Whom are you invited to teach how to pray?

Creating a Spiritual Plan

• When can be your time of prayer?

• Where will your place of prayer be?

• How can you make it a sacred space?

• Do you seek to have a spiritual director accompany you in your
prayer life?

Embracing the Promises of God

These Scriptures can encourage you as you read them and pray
with them.

• 1 Thessalonians 5:17–18 // “Pray without ceasing.”

• Matthew 6:9–15 // “Pray then in this way.”

• Romans 8:26–27 // “The Spirit helps us in our weakness.”

• Hebrews 4:15–16 // “Approach the throne of grace.”
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